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1. i already own the current marvel now series (it's a whole interconnected series i can only buy them in regular comics, not just digital exclusive issues) and it's pretty clear that the main
purpose of this new initiative was to appease fans. "if you already love the characters, we'll give you all the fun you want" is not a bad way to summarize the goals of marvel now. b)
whenever i got bored (which was often) i would build my own. and when the big marvel now releases started, i bought an ac/dc bd-r of the unforgiven and then an original graphic novel of
deadpool 2. i also had the soundtrack of the x-men movies, the soundtrack of the x-men movies, spider-man homecoming, guardians of the galaxy vol. 2 and a bunch of marvel now non-
movie tie-ins such as moon knight and nova (obviously a nova movie has been announced so i'm kind of glad marvel is going the less digital route for now anyway). in short, that's the kind
of collector they want -- the kind who buys the whole thing rather than getting the new issue of amazing spider-man and not looking in any further. the idea of a thing that gives all these
wild stories that you can't see online or in print is fantastic. unfortunately, marvel comics misses the point. instead of using the event to build a bigger universe, they just bring in a bunch
of random characters and stories, and promise to keep putting them out for a long time. half the time i spend on this site and watch all of marvel now is reading about these events,
because i am not interested in individual issue storylines, and especially not individual characters. i could be told stories of wolverine, but not individual issues of wolverine. since marvel
now really does not offer that to anyone, it doesn't help the big ideas.
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